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Motivation

Data increasingly seen as a valuable asset

Growing literature on how firms use data to their advantage

- Production/management decisions (Jones & Tonetti (2020); Farboodi et al. (2021))

- Screening/marketing (He et al. (2021); Babina et al. (2022))

Preceding use cases are “profit” focused

- Informative about customers/market

- Relevant for increasing firm revenues/reducing firm costs

- Key: data the firm uses to improve performance

Can data credibly inform investors about firm performance/management?
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Motivation

Basic idea: data about the firm can alleviate classic corporate finance frictions:

- Information asymmetries, i.e., inform investors about state of the world

- Incentive problems (e.g., harder to expropriate/take bad actions)

Technological problem: how to make firm-generated data credible?

- Firm can easily lie/change data ex-post

- Old-school technology: external audit

- New technology: record the data on the blockchain

How does this solve the problem?

- Firm can’t edit results ex-post

- Firm can’t falsify transaction records
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This paper: Looking for this in the data

Does firm blockchain adoption...

1. Predict (cause?) firm fundamentals?

2. Show up in asset prices?

Setting: Data on blockchain use for Chinese firms for data
Blockchain allows real-time, credible information reporting

Main findings: More blockchain use for data needs → better firm performance

- Better fundamentals (asset growth, sales growth, ROA, etc.)

- Better returns (standard long-short XS approach)

In support of credible disclosure mechanism:
Stronger results for small firms, opaque firms
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This discussion

1. Summary of setting and data

2. Predictive results
- I’m entirely convinced by predictive relationships
- Extremely thorough analysis
- TONS of results and robustness checks

3. Interpreting the results as causal
- More work to do on causal claims
- Some questions and suggestions
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Data

Key metric: Blockchain data growth (BDGiq)

- Firm i quarter q level

- (Log) 4-quarter change in amount of blockchain data

Real-time data: Blockchain data is available to essentially in real time

What is on the blockchain? Exploit this more?

- Accounting data? (i.e., ‘10-K in blockchain form’)

- Sales logs? (i.e., ledger of all firm transactions)

- Data relevant for firm operation (e.g., sales leads/R&D datasets)

What’s stored on the blockchain will be highly relevant for interpretation
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Predictive results
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What’s the interpretation?

1. Purely predictive interpretation:

- E.g., positive firm shock → more data → utilizes blockchain

- Results (fundamentals & returns) are caused by positive firm shock

2. Weaker causal interpretation: Data (collecting and using) improves firm performance

- More data → manage the firm better (fewer agency frictions, etc.)

- More data → better understanding of demand/supply/marketing

- See, e.g., Babina et al (2022)

3. Stronger causal interpretation: Blockchain per se improves firm performance

- Blockchain technology itself is an improvement over other methods of managing data

- E.g., blockchain allows firm to credibly report fundamentals

All three are interesting to different audiences
But I would like the paper to be sharper about the preferred explanation
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Causal analysis—IV
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Why don’t I think the paper makes the causal claim yet?

IV analysis: preferred interpretation

- Relevance condition: knowledge spillovers

- Exogeneity condition: industry blockchain investment uncorrelated with industry
performance

My worry: industry-level shocks you can’t control for

- Industry invests in blockchain tech in anticipation of good growth

- OR, industries that are doing well have money to burn on blockchain technology

- (And you can’t have time-industry FE)
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Thoughts on strengthening the causal claim

What data is actually on the blockchain? Extremely helpful for interpretation...

Data about the firm (e.g., firm accounting fundamentals)

- Suggests blockchain technology helps solve information asymmetry

- Interpretation is more likely to be causal

Data generated through firm’s operation (e.g., sales records)

- Early predictor of firm growth/performance

- Interpretation more likely to be about correlations

Sounds like the data classifies this—push harder here?
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Thoughts on strengthening the causal claim

Exploit geographical knowledge spillovers

1. Does blockchain adoption spread geographically from tech hubs?

→ use geographical HQ distance from Shenzhen as city-level instrument

Likely need some time variation...

2. Do local firms adopt blockchain after large local player adopts blockchain?

Postit = 1 if a local firm as adopted blockchain prior to time t

Can include industry-time FE at least...

Even better: Postit = 1 if local firm in same industry has adopted

Produces more exogenous blockchain adoption variation
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Thoughts on strengthening the causal claim

What drives firms to adopt blockchain?

- E.g., what types, industries, etc.

- Quality of local institutions?

Are firms that adopted blockchain differentially exposed to macro shocks?

- Idea—want to tie blockchain adoption to the types of problems it’s supposed to
solve/create

- E.g., following big accounting scandal, good shock for blockchain firms?

- Empirical design: Outcomeit = βShockt × Adoptedi + ...
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Conclusion

Very interesting preliminary evidence that

- Data on blockchain nowcasts firm fundamentals

- Data on blockchain has asset pricing predictions

Next steps

- Sharpen interpretation (causal vs. correlations—both interesting)

- Delve into what’s actually on the firms’ blockchains

Check out the paper!
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